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Abstract
In this paper it is shown that if S =
T
Ri where S is a semiretract and the Ri are retracts of
A, then S may be expressed as the intersection of two retracts. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Head [9] described the properties of retracts on A for a nite set A. In particular
he showed that a set is a retract if and only if it is generated by a key code. It was
noted in [7] that in general, the intersection of retracts is not a retract. In [5] Head
and Anderson dene a semiretract and show that every semiretract is the intersection
of a nite number of retracts. In this paper it is shown that every semiretract can be
expressed as the intersection of retracts which all have the same keys. It is also shown
that any semiretract can be expressed as the intersection of two retracts.
Let A be a nite set and A be the free monoid generated by A under the operation
of concatenation. The term word will primarily be used to refer to an element of A
which is also an element of a retract or semiretract. The term string will refer to any
element of A.
Denition 1. The string u is a substring of the string w if w= vuv0 for strings v and v0.
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Denition 2. A retraction r : A ! A is a homomorphism for which r2 = r. A retract
of A? is a submonoid of A? that is the image of a retraction r. A semiretract is a
submonoid of A? that is the intersection of a nonempty family of retracts of A .
Denition 3. Let M be a free submonoid of A?. The code of the submonoid M is a
subset of M which has the property that every element of M may be uniquely written
as a product of elements of the code.
Denition 4. A word w in A is called a key word if there is at least one symbol in
A that occurs only once in w. Any symbol that occurs only once in a key word w is
called a key of w (or in w).
Denition 5. A set C of key words is called a key code if there is an injective function
i : C ! A for which
(i) For each w in C; i(w) is a key of w.
(ii) The symbol i(w) occurs only in w and in no other word of C.
The function i is the selection function of C which picks the designated keys for
the key words in C.
In [9], it is proven that a submonoid of A is a retract if and only if it is generated
by a key code. In general, the intersection of retracts is not a retract unless A has 3 or
fewer elements. For example, if retracts R1 = fab; ac; dg and R2 = fba; c; dag then
R1 \ R2 is equal to fd(ab)acg, which is obviously not a retract.
Notation. In the remainder of this paper, S =
T
Ri will denote a semiretract S which
is the intersection of retracts Ri with respective key codes Ci. The code of S will be
denoted by C.
2. Components and connected strings
The following lemma is found in [4].
Lemma 6. There is a regular expression E of C; the code of the semiretract S; that
has the form
pW
j=1
U1; jV1; jU2; jV2; jU3; jV3; j   Um−1; jVm−1; jUm; j;
where Ui; j and Vi; j are regular expressions representing nonempty sets and none of
the Ui; j or Vi; j has the form W.
Also; if Ui; j or Vi; j is a part of the expressiom E as above then each has the form
pW
j=1
U 01; jV
0
1; j U
0
2; jV
0
2; j U
0
3; jV
0
3; j   U 0m−1; jV 0m−1; jU 0m; j
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where U 0i; j and V
0
i; j are regular expressions representing nonempty sets and none of
the U 0i; j or V
0
i; j has the form W
.
Denition 7. A component of a regular expression E is dened recursively as follows:
(i) E is a component.
(ii) If U1V1 U2V2 U3V3   Um−1Vm−1Um is a component, where Ui; j and Vi; j are
regular expressions representing nonempty sets, then U1; U2; U3; : : : ; Um−1; Um and
V1 ; V2 ; V3 ; : : : ; Vm−1 are components.
(iii) If W1(W2 _ W3)W4 is a component, where the Wi; are regular expressions repre-
senting nonempty sets,then W1; W2 _W3, and W4 are components.
(iv) If W1(W2_W3) is a component, where the Wi; are regular expressions representing
nonempty sets, then W1 and W2 _W3 are components.
(v) If (W2_W3)W4 is a component, where the Wi; are regular expressions representing
nonempty sets, then W4 and W2 _W3 are components.
(vi) If W1_W2 is a component, where W1; and W2; are regular expressions representing
nonempty sets, then W1 and W2 are components.
(vii) If W1 is a component then W1 is a component.
For example for the expression (ab_ cd)ef(gh), the components are (ab_ cd)ef
(gh); (ab _ cd)ef; ef(gh); ab _ cd; ab; cd; ef; (gh), and gh.
Denition 8. A regular expression is simple if it is a component which cannot be
formed from other components using _ and . A string that is a simple component is
also called connected.
For example in the expression (ab_ cd)ef(gh), the connected strings are ab; cd;
ef, and gh.
Denition 9. The regular expression W completely represents Ci if every component
of W can be written in the key code Ci. We also say Ci is completely represented
by W .
For example d(ab)ac completely represents fd; ab; acg but not fda; ba; cg. The
following example shows a semiretract S =
T
Ri and a regular expression E for the
code C of S which does not completely represent any code Ci of Ri.
Example 10. Let S =R1 \ R2 where R1 = fa; b; cd; ceg; C1 = fa; b; cd; ceg; R2 = fac;
bc; dc; eg, and C2 = fac; bc; dc; eg. Then C can be expressed as (a_ b)(cd)ce which
completely represents C1 and as (ac_ bc)(dc)e which completely represents C2. How-
ever it can also be expressed as (a)(cd)ce _ (bc(dc)e) which does not completely
represent either C1 or C2.
Notation. In this paper a regular expression will be used both as the expression and
as the set it describes. Hence in the regular expression W1 _ W2 we may state that
w2W2.
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Proposition 11. For a semiretract S =
T
Ri and a given code Ci; there is a regular
expression Ei for the code C of S which completely represents Ci.
Proof. The semiretract S is a subset of Ri=Ci . Hence, if Ci is considered as an
alphabet, then since S is a regular subset of Ci , it can be described by a regular
expression Ri which completely represents Ci.
Notation. As before let S =
T
Ri, Ci be the key code for Ri and C be the code for
S. Ei will denote a regular expression for C which completely represents Ci.
3. Construction of key codes with common keys
Denition 12. Let S =
T
Ri; w2C and u be a substring of w, then u is full if a key
from each key code Ci occurs in u.
In the following construction we form a key code a such that every element of the
key code is full. Further, there exists a regular expression for C, say Ea , so that a
is completely represented by Ea . Further, Ea completely represents Ca.
Denition 13. Let s0 and s00 be substrings of a string s, then s00 is right of s0 if
s=w1s00w01 =w2s
0uw01, for w1; w
0
1; w2; u2A. The string s00 is left of s0 if s=w1s00w01
=w1us0w02, for w1; w
0
1; w
0
2; u2A.
For example, if s= abcdef then cdef is right of abcd, ef is right of ab and s is right
of s.
Denition 14. Let u; v2 SCi. If, there exist c01; c02; c03; c04; : : : ; c0k 2
S
Ci, for some pos-
itive integer k, such that the key of u is in c01, the key of c
0
j is in c
0
j+1 and the key of
c0k is in v, then u is attached to v.
Denition 15. Let K be a regular expression. A subset F of A is called a front key
set of K if it has the following properties:
(i) One and only one element of F occurs in each element w of K .
(ii) For each r 2F , there is a string sr of A such that any element of K in which r
appears begins with the string srr.
Denition 16. Let K be a regular expression. A subset B of A is called a back key
set of K if it has the following properties:
(i) One and only one element of B occurs in each element w of K .
(ii) For each r 2B, there is a string sr of A such that any element of K in which r
appears ends with the string rsr .
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The element of B that appears in an element w of K is called the back key of w.
The following proposition was proven by Anderson [2].
Proposition 17. Let S =
T
Ri be a semiretract and c2C; then c may be written in
the form srrw where r is a front key. Therefore; if r occurs in c0 2C; it only occurs
once. Further if ci 2Ci has srr as a substring; then ci is full.
Let S =
T
Ri, Ra be a designated retract and Ea completely represent Ca. For each
c2C, we recursively construct 1; c2; c3; c    m; c so that c= 1; c2; c3; c    m; c and
let a= fk; c j c2C and c= 1; c2; c    k; c    m; cg. We will then show that a is a
key code and that for each a, the key code a has the same set of keys. For c2C, let
r be the starting key of c. Let 1; c= fx j x2Ca and is attached to srrg. Let r1; c= r be
the key of 1; c and u1 be the rightmost element of
S
Ci containing srr which is an ini-
tial substring of c. Assume k; c is dened with key rk; c 2 uk . If c= 1; c2; c3; c    k; c
then we are nished. Otherwise, let the rst element of Ci occurring in c which is
not attached to k; c be denoted by ci; k . Let Mk+1 = fci; k j ci; k 2Cig and cb be an el-
ement of Mk+1 that is right of all elements of Mk+1. If uk is not attached to cb, let
k+1; c= fx j x2Ca and is attached to cb and not to k; cg, let rk+1; c, the key of cb be
the key of k+1; c and uk+1 = cb. If uk is attached to cb, replace k; c with k; ck+1; c and
let rk; c, the key of cb, be the key of k; c, and uk = cb:
Denition 18. The set Mk constructed above is the skeleton of k; c.
Lemma 19. The set a is a key code and there exists a regular expression for C; say
Ea so that a is completely represented by Ea : Further; Ea completely represents Ca.
Proof. Although S may be innite, the set a is nite since the expression for S is
regular. By construction, each k; c is a key word. If in the construction of ; k; c
is replaced with k; ck+1; c, for clarity, we shall denote k; ck+1; c by 0k; c
0
k+1; c to
distinguish them from the replacement k; c. Since, u0k; c is attached to u
0
k+1; c, if 
0
k+1; c
appears in an element of C, then it must be preceded by 0k; c. Also assume 
0
k; c appears
in an element of C and is followed by 0m0 ; c0 : Let Mk+1 be the skeleton of 
0
k+1; c and
Mm0 be the skeleton of 0m0 ; c0 . then for each i; elements of Ci preceding ci; k have keys
in Mk+1 if and only if they have keys in Mm0 . Thus, u0k; c is attached to u
0
k+1; c if and
only if u0k; c is attached to u
0
m0 ; c0 . Hence, 
0
k; c
0
k+1; c and 
0
k; c
0
m0 ; c0 have dierent keys.
It must also be shown that if k; ck+1; c and k; cm; c0 are substrings of words of C
where k; c; k+1; c, and m; c0 are in a; v1 is the substring of k; ck+1; c attached to uk; c
and uk+1; c, and v2 is the substring of k; cm; c0 attached to uk; c and um;c0 , then v1 = v2.
Let the rst element of Ci occurring in k; ck+1; c where this string is dierent from
the string k; cm; c0 be denoted by ci; k . Let M = fci; k j ci; k 2Cig and cb be an element
of M that is right of all elements of M: Note that M is just Mk+1. Similarly dene M 0
for the string k; cm; c0 . Elements of Ci proceeding ci; k have keys in M if and only if
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they have keys in M 0: But since all elements of Ci proceeding ci; k are the same for
both k; ck+1; c and k; cm; c0 , all the ci; k are attached to uk+1; c if and only if they are
attached to M if and only if they are attached to M 0 if and only if they are attached
to um; c0 . Hence, v1 = v2. By symmetry we can show that if k; ck+1; c and m; c0k+1; c
are substrings of strings of C where k; c, k+1; c, and m; c0 are in a; v1 is the substring
of k; ck+1; c attached to uk; c and uk+1; c, and v2 is the substring of m; c0k+1; c attached
to um; c0 ; and uk+1; c, then v1 = v2.
Theorem 20. Let S =
T
Ri; then S =
T
Ri where all of the key codes i of the Ri
have the same set of keys.
Proof. Follows from the construction of i.
For a given key code i dene a key code i as follows: If i; j; i; k ;    i; z in i al-
ways appear together as i; ji; k    i; z in every word in R, then let i; j = i; ji; k    i; z.
Otherwise, i; j = i; j. Let i= f i; jg.
Theorem 21. i is a key code and E i =Ei . Every connected string in E i is an
element of i.
Proof. The proof follows directly from the construction of i.
4. Expression of a semiretract as the intersection of two retracts
At this point we introduce two new key codes  and ! whose retracts contain S.
We rst recursively construct . Let Ri be the retract generated by the key code i
as above. As before select a xed i, say a. If c= 1; c2; c3; c    m; c. Let 1; c be the
substring 1; c concatenated with the initial substring of 2; c whose letters belong to
words of
S
Ci that are attached to u1 and remove this initial substring from 2; c (still
denoting it by 2; c). If k; c is dened and k+1; ck+2; c is a substring of c, let k+1; c
be the substring k+1; c concatenated with the initial substring of k+2; c whose letters
belong to words of
S
Ci that are attached to uk+1 and remove this initial substring
from k+2; c. Continue this for all k. Thus k; c ends with the last letter which does not
belong to all of the ci; k+1 in Mi; k+1and rk remains in k; c. Let = fk; c j c2C and k; c
is denedg
We construct ! as follows: Let !1; c be the substring 1; c with the substring removed
from the end of 1; c whose letters belong to words of
S
Ci that are attached to u2.
Concatenate this to the front of substring 2; c (still denoting it by 2; c). If !k; c is
dened and k+1; ck+2; c is a substring of c, let !k+1; c be the substring k+1; c with the
terminal substring of k+2; c whose letters belong to words of
S
Ci that are attached
to uk+2 removed and concatenate this initial substring to the front of k+2; c. Continue
this for all k. Let != f!k; c j c2C and k; c is denedg.
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Theorem 22. Let R be the retract generated by the code  and R! be the retract
generated by !. S =R \ R!
Proof. By construction S R \ R!. Let Ri be the retract generated by the key code
i as above, and select a xed i, say a. If c= 1; c2; c3; c    m; c.We now construct
for each i; c a set Nk analagous to Mk . Let the last element of Ci occurring in c which
is not attached to k+1; c be denoted by c0i; k . Let Nk = fc0i; k j c0i; k 2Cig and c0b be an
element of Nk that is left of all elements of Nk . Let sk; c be the key of c0b. Thus !k; c
begins with the rst letter which does not belong to all of the ci; k in Mi; k . Also !k; c
contains sk; c.
Let w2R \ R!. It must be shown that w2 S or equivalently that w2Ri for all i.
Let w= 123    m expressed as an element of R and !1!2!3   !m as an element
of R!. We select an arbitrary Ri, say Rj and show recursively that w can be written
in the form w1w2w3w4w5   wn where wi 2Cj: Since, by construction, 1 begins with
srr where r is a front key, and there exists ci 2Ci for some i, such that w1is an initial
substring of ci; ci is an initial substring of 1, and hence w1 is an initial substring of w.
Assume w1w2w3w4w5   wl is an initial substring of w. If w=w1w2w3w4w5   wl,
we are done. Otherwise, assume w1w2w3w4w5   wl is an initial substring of the string
!1!2!3   !q. If w1w2w3w4w5   wlwl+1 for some wl+1 2Cj, is an initial substring of
!1!2!3   !q, then w1w2w3w4w5   wlwl+1 is an initial substring of w. If not then
either wl 2Nq or there exists wl+1 2Nq. If wl+1 2Nq then w1w2w3w4w5   wlwl+1 is
an initial substring of 123    q: If wl 2Nq and there exists wl+1 attached to Nq and
wlwl+1 is a substring of some element of C, then again w1w2w3w4w5   wlwl+1 is a
substring of 123    q and again w1w2w3w4w5   wlwl+1 is an initial substring of
w. If not, then by construction of , there exists an element of j; c which is an initial
substring of q+1. Let the rst cj in uj; c be wl+1. Then w1w2w3w4w5   wlwl+1 is an
initial substring of 123    qq+1 which is an initial substring of w. Hence, there
exists m so w1w2w3w4w5   wm=w and w2 S.
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